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›  Fed interventions have supported the bond and equity markets since late March.

›  Massive stimulus appears to have insulated consumers from the downturn.

›  We think inflation expectations are likely to rise, leading to higher interest rates, 
particularly for longer maturities.

›  This quarter, corporate bonds were a major contributor to Bloomberg Barclays  
Aggregate Index return.

›  We anticipate the yield curve to steepen and that credit spreads will eventually widen.

›  Equity markets have continued the strong surge that started in late March.

›  Stock markets have been led higher by large cap Technology stocks and direct winners 
from the online economy.
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Point of View
Jan Erik Warneryd, Chief Investment Officer

The year 2020 continues to be eventful. The third quarter was 
no exception, although stock markets took it in stride, putting in 
another strong performance overall. However, as mentioned in the 
equity section of this Financial Outlook, markets may not be as 
optimistic as they appear. A focus on mostly Technology companies 
in Equities and the assets the Federal Reserve is buying or 
intending to buy in Fixed Income has resulted in a fairly narrow 
rally in risky assets, in many cases accelerating trends that were 
in place before the pandemic. It may seem like a long time ago 
now, but the Federal Reserve was already easing policy in 2019 
amid widespread expectations of an economic slowdown. The lack 
of inflation pressure was also an important reason why a rally in 
bonds was in place well before the Coronavirus Pandemic became 
a global issue. The question now is whether some of the trends are 
about to change.

Let us imagine a simple descriptive model of the market that 
divides market action into either “Risk On” (Decreasing Risk 
Premia) or “Risk Off” (Increasing Risk Premia). According to 

this model, Risk On episodes are characterized by demand 
for risky assets, i.e. higher equity markets, higher bond yields, 
higher commodity prices and higher inflation expectations. Risk 
Off episodes feature lower equities, lower interest rates, lower 
commodity prices and lower inflation expectations. In a very broad 
sense, this simple model can be used to describe the dominant 
themes in financial markets over the last several decades.

What we have seen so far in 2020 does not fit with the pattern 
described above. It appears to be neither Risk On nor Risk Off. While 
equities overall have rallied, interest rate and inflation expectations 
have not changed meaningfully, even in the face of unprecedented 
budget deficits as a result of massive fiscal spending. We would 
have expected rising bond yields if the market truly believed the 
economic outlook was as positive as suggested by broad equity 
performance alone. Likewise, Commodity prices appear to signal 
weak future growth, as only Gold and Silver have seen significant 
rallies. Rather, it appears as if the market is expecting a long and 
slow recovery dependent on stimulus to continue.

Will inflation rise?

We think there’s a significant risk that the market is underestimating 
inflation risk currently, which paradoxically makes 10-year TIPS 
with a real yield of -0.96% look attractive relative to a nominal 
10-year Treasury yielding .69%. The difference in yield, which 
essentially corresponds to the expected inflation over the next  
10 years, is the 1.65% that we see in the chart below. This is also 
known as the break-even inflation rate.

The chart below shows the forward-looking break-even inflation 
rate for 10 year TIPS from 2005 until now.

As we can see, inflation expectations tend to fall quickly in 
recessions (2008 and earlier in 2020). After the 2008-9 recession, 
they eventually rose to a level higher than before the crisis. So far 
in 2020, we are barely back to the level seen before the Pandemic. 

If we look at how Consumer Price Inflation has behaved this year 
(see chart below) we can see that, after a brief period of falling 
prices, the Consumer Price Index has risen at a fairly brisk pace. 
The annualized 3-month rate is now 5.57% for the June through 
August period. The actual price level rose by 1.37% in absolute 
terms in just three months, so the market appears to be expecting 
a significant slowdown in price increases going forward, given how 
low longer term inflation expectations are.

Because we believe there is a risk that inflation turns out to be 
higher than currently expected by financial markets, we think 
equity sectors such as Financials and Health Care, and Value in 
general, may benefit while stocks trading at elevated valuations 
that are being justified by low interest rates may ultimately 
underperform if and when interest rates start to rise. An often-
heard justification for high Price/Earnings ratios now that rates  
are low is that cash flows far into the future have a higher Net 
Present value the lower the discount rate is. While that may be 
true, it is also a signal that the current valuation of growth stocks  
is very dependent on interest rates staying low. In Fixed Income,  
we think the yield curve may continue to steepen as rates on shorter 
maturities are held down by expectations of unchanged Fed policy 
for the next few years while the market increasingly prices in higher 
inflation expectations and higher rates beyond 5 to 10 years. We 
also believe credit spreads may widen as nominal bond yields rise.

Courtesy of Bloomberg 10/02/20
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Bond Markets
Mark McDonnell, Senior Portfolio Manager

The Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Index added moderately to its 
year to date gains over this quarter with a total return of 0.62%. 
On a year to date basis, the total return for the index was 6.79%. 
However, there was significant return dispersion among the 
sectors. Treasuries were volatile but as evidenced by the Ten Year 
note, ended the quarter only modestly higher in yield. The total 
return of Treasuries was 0.17% for the quarter. 

Corporate bonds, with a total return of 1.54%, were a major 
contributor to the index return. Credit spreads, or the additional 
yield one gets paid over treasuries to hold them, tightened over  
the quarter. Finally, mortgage backed securities had a total return 
of 0.24%, due to the support of the Fed as it continued to add 
mortgages to its balance sheet. 

Investors in the Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Index should focus 
on several aspects of the bond market. One important factor to 
analyze is the balance sheets of the companies in which one 
invests. This takes on a greater importance in 2020, after record 
corporate issuance has driven corporate debt to be a significantly 
larger portion of the Index. There is some cause for concern, in a 
word: ’leverage’. One measure of leverage we look at, Debt+loans 
/ EBITDA*, is higher because both debt grew and earnings fell 
quickly. According to Morgan Stanley, by the end of Q2, EBITDA 
was down 15% versus Q2 of 2019 and debt was up 12%. Gross 
Leverage rose to a record 2.9 times.

However, there is some good news. In 2020, corporations chose 
to cut dividends, slow or eliminate share buybacks, reduce Capex, 
slow M&A considerably and retain the cash raised. When they 
do that, Net Leverage rises slower. Per Wells Fargo, corporate 
balance sheets are sitting on a record $2.2 trillion in cash. In fact, 
Net Leverage for ‘A’ rated companies declined during this time. 
However, there is considerable survivorship bias in these numbers 
as companies saw less advantage to maintaining an ‘A’ rating  
and chose a leverage ratio that resulted in a downgrade to ‘BBB.
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Our portfolios are currently slightly 
underweight Corporate credits versus their 
indices as we await better opportunities to 
add credit in coming quarters. We believe 
that in light of the increase in issuance this 
year coupled with remaining uncertainties 

about the economy, Corporate bond 
spreads are unlikely to tighten further and 
may eventually widen back out. This is 
especially likely if rates rise as a result of 
higher inflation expectations, which is why 
we have started to position our portfolios 

for a steeper yield curve and have also 
reduced our duration to slightly below 
index. Within Corporate bonds, we will 
focus the next few months on assessing 
the value of bonds by A rated issuers 
relative to BBB issuers. 

STRATEGY

As a result, gross leverage jumped across rating categories as well, as we show in Exhibit

11. However, net leverage actually dropped Y/Y and Q/Q for A rated companies (-0.06x

Y/Y, -0.05x Q/Q), while net leverage increased meaningfully for BBBs (+0.27x Y/Y,

+0.29x Q/Q). These trends imply that more cash was put to use maintaining operations

at BBBs than at As.

Away from the debt growth story, we also note that the decline in earnings has come

alongside a decline in margins. The median IG EBITDA margin fell 43bp from the prior

quarter and is now nearly 80bp off the peak observed in 4Q19. However, margins have

not fallen anywhere near as quickly as earnings, given companies cutting costs at a rapid

rate. Despite the drop, margins at IG companies remain near historical highs. Our

colleagues in equity strategy discussed the upside surprise to margins in US Equity

Strategy: Weekly Warm Up: Fiscal Policy and USD Are Keys to Recovery, 2020.08.03.

Exhibit 9: Issuers across ratings have raised significant cash this

year...
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Exhibit 10: …by increasing debt
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Exhibit 11: Gross leverage has risen across ratings...
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Exhibit 12: …but A rated companies haven't seen net leverage rise,

unlike BBBs
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A well-developed understanding of the macroeconomic 
environment, coupled with a review of corporate America’s 
balance sheets is the toolset needed to navigate these waters 
effectively. We are faced with choices based both on the earnings 
expectations of the subsectors of the corporate bond markets and 
decisions based on our assessment of what 
leverage each CFO deems wise. Looking at 
trends published by Barclays, one sees that 
Life Insurance companies have increased 
holdings of higher ‘BBB’ rated issuers, thus 
incentivizing corporate CFOs to allow leverage 
to rise and ratings to drop to BBB+. As CFOs 
look to optimize leverage, their bankers will 
advise them on the costs of a downgrade. As 
the gray line on the chart indicates, going from 
‘A’ to ‘BBB’ costs a company 50 basis points  
in additional financing costs. We will look 
at our economic forecast, assess what that 

means to earnings and balance sheets, look at the cash on the 
balance sheets and then make informed decisions as to which 
corporate sectors and issuers provide the best investment 
opportunities for our clients.
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U.S. Equities
Jan Erik Warneryd, Chief Investment Officer
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The remarkable recovery in US equities that began after the March 
selloff continued in the third quarter, with the S&P 500 Index up 
+8.93% for the quarter and +5.57% year to date. Please see below 
for sector performance. 

As can be seen above, Consumer Discretionary was the best 
performing sector in the third quarter, led higher by Amazon, 
Nike and Home Depot as companies gaining from COVID-related 
changes in consumer behavior continued to lead the market higher 
in Q3. For the year, Information Technology is in the lead thanks 
mainly to Apple, Microsoft and Nvidia, reflecting investors’ belief 
that the pandemic has accelerated the shift to online work, study 
and shopping, thus benefitting “Big Tech” stocks.

While the strong overall YTD performance 
in the US equity market this year may look 
like a “triumph of the optimists”,  the wide 
dispersion between the best (Technology 
+28.69%) and the worst performing sector 
(Energy -48.09%) coupled with the fact 
that 5 out of 11 sectors are down for the 
year should give us pause. We need to look 
more closely at the drivers of return and 
what they may be telling us.

To begin with, Energy losing almost half its 
value so far in 2020 points to widespread 
pessimism about global demand recover-
ing quickly. Adding to that, with Financials 

down around 20%, the market appears to be expecting significant 
credit losses for banks and for interest rates to stay very low for  
a long time. This is further confirmed by Fed Funds futures priced 
at the effective Zero Bound until at least the end of 2023.

Looking at subsectors, Automobile manufacturers 
are down -28.56%, even as car sales have recovered 
surprisingly quickly since April. It seems as if the 
market may well be expecting an economy that will 
be slow to recover and, when it does, will look very 
different from the pre-pandemic one.

However, we believe this view may be too pessimistic. 
The massive amounts of fiscal and monetary stimulus 
that were administered beginning shortly after the 
pandemic became a worldwide concern have provided 
cash to consumers everywhere from Brazil to the 
US and thereby dampened what could otherwise 
have been a global depression. This spending has 
increased the savings rate, not least among US 
consumers, and thereby allowed many of those 
affected by the shutdowns to avoid financial hardship 
while waiting for a full reopening. Clearly, in some 
cases, such as in the travel and hospitality industries, 
the reopening is taking longer than expected. In other 
parts of the economy such as housing and autos, 

normalization has been quite rapid. We believe the recovery, as it 
spreads globally, will also result in inflation making a comeback, 
ultimately leading to higher interest rates.

The picture below shows factor returns for the Russell 1000 index 
for the last 12 months. As mentioned above, Value has continued 
to struggle while Growth has been the top performing factor.

In our macro-driven Equity sector strategy, 
we continue to favor Financials, Health 
Care and Telecom Services as they are 
currently valued at significantly lower 
multiples than the rest of the market. 
Value, as a factor, has continued to 

underperform the overall market (see 
above), most recently because of a belief 
that any cyclical recovery is a long way off 
and that the only dependable growth will 
come from either established technology 
and social media companies or those that 

directly benefit from online work such as 
Zoom. We believe that the key to Value 
making a comeback is a waning Covid 
pandemic, possibly because of a vaccine, 
accompanied by a robust global economic 
recovery. 

STRATEGY
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S&P 500 Index
Total Return (%) by Sector | Quarter End September 2020

RIY Index - One Year Horizon Factor Strenght
Style Name What worked Composite Sharpe Hit Rate Std Dev Monthly Total
Growth PGRWTHUS Higher 100 4.81 92% 0.52% 0.72% 9.00%
Volatility PVOLAUS Higher 57 2.05 75% 1.06% 0.63% 7.78%
Trade Activity PTRADEUS Higher 44 1.54 67% 1.09% 0.48% 5.95%
Size PSIZEUS Higher 51 1.52 75% 0.63% 0.28% 3.37%
Variability PEARNVUS Higher 40 1.19 67% 0.90% 0.31% 3.76%
Momentum PMOMENUS Lower 21 -0.01 58% 1.24% 0.00% -0.04%
Profitability PPROFTUS Lower 29 -0.09 67% 1.02% -0.03% -0.34%
Leverage PLEVERUS Lower 0 -0.24 33% 1.33% -0.09% -1.12%
Dividends PDIVYUS Lower 51 -0.73 83% 0.58% -0.12% -1.47%
Value PVALUEUS Lower 47 -1.87 67% 1.09% -0.59% -6.86%

Chart courtesy of Bloomberg 10/01/20
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